


The Institute has been observing with increasing alarm instances of dino kidnappings plaguing the Western dominions, with precise 
ulterior motives of harvesting dinourine during the covidian emergency currently destablising the land. 

Rumors have been spread by the ruling junta that drinking copious amounts of unadulterated dinourine will keep the virus away. Binge 
drinking sessions have been organised to this effect in complete disregard of current social distancing rules. Dinourine is back in high 
demand and there is not enough supply. A plethora of recent events have colluded to force anthropocene dinos to retreat into hiding there-
by making them difficult to catch, much less harvest urine from. Dino kidnapping and the related criminal activity of urineharvesting have 
consequently emerged rapidly as highly profitable speculative ventures in these trying times with guaranteed astronomical returns. 

We are of course reminded of the situation from last year wherein rumours of dinourine containing traces of gold were ceaselessly propa-
gated by the powers that be. Reeling from the economic effects of demonetisation, many fell for this, leadin to a gold rush of sorts, leaving 
many dinos hurt, bruised and needless to say traumatised in its wake. We fear that this current situation will similarly scar them in unrectifi-
able ways. 

We had the possibility to hunt down one such incident with the help of information provided to the Institute by confidential sources. We 
found Haldi is a state of shock from the torture she had been suffering for the past two days while being held captive by the urineharves-
tors. She alleged that the 
u-harvestors forced her to ingest inordinate amounts of liquid while holding her captive using improvised bamboo structures as seen here. 
Her bloated belly seems to bear testimony to this. In fact the bamboo structure is created in a way that she is completely unable to extricate 
herself out of this owing to weak forelimbs and other dinomorphic traits. 

While Haldi was freed soon after, it is surmised that many dinos are enduring similar fates. Please do intimate the Institute in case you 
come across any such information that might be of help.

- BeeGee, documentarian/archivist at The Institute for Contemporary Dinosaur Studies, Kolkata reporting on the associated complementary 
activities of dinokindnapping and urineharvesting.


